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VPG VELOCITY VE8 CARBON PRO

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE

VA U G H N H O C K E Y.C O M

·· New design top thigh rise
creates more blocking surface
·· Large inside landing area
for greater balance and
precise movements
·· Full 11" width
·· Available in sizes 31+2",
32+2", 33+2", 34+2",
35+2", 36+2", 37+1" and
custom sizes

GOAL PADS
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CATCH GLOVES

T VELOCITY VE8 CARBON PRO
·· Two piece cuff thumb design for active
glove feel
·· Carbon fiber palm and back thumb
·· Large wide span T-web with new spilt VE8
design
·· Pre-formed palm flex area
·· Carbon fiber front palm segments
·· Carbon fiber back thumb
·· Four piece back hand protector

··
··
··
··

Offset t-web creates deeper pocket
Full grip interior palm surface
New visually disruptive graphics
Dual pull wrist strap for greater
glove control
·· Pro-Spec construction with reinforced
perimeter edges
·· Adjustable inner hand padding for
precise fit

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE
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VA U G H N HO CK E Y.C O M

··
··
··
··
··
··

45” max perimeter size
Padded wrist strap
Light weight
Full grip interior palm surface
Hand security strap across fingers
Heat moldable for custom fit and
quick break-in
·· Internal finger grip rail

CATCH GLOVES

T VELOCITY VE8 PRO CARBON XP - ONE-PIECE CUFF AND THUMB
·· Full grip interior palm surface
·· Hand security strap across fingers
·· Solid thumb/cuff design with more open
front surface
·· Adjustable inner hand padding for
precise fit

··
··
··
··

45” max perimeter size
Padded wrist strap lined with Neoprene
Light weight
VAS high impact foam padding in palm
and thumb base locations

·· Floating cuff design allows glove to be
held at a more acute angle to the arm.
·· Heat moldable for custom fit and
quick break-in

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE
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BLOCKERS

B VELOCITY VE8 CARBON PRO
·· Full coverage formed finger protectors
·· Higher hand position
·· Four palm attachment tabs for increased
glove control
·· Back hand internal cushion padding
·· Tapered side profile
·· Fitted palm for control and grip
·· Full Pro spec construction
·· Double layered side index finger guards

THESE AND
MANY OTHER
COLORS
AVAILABLE
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VA U G H N H O C K E Y.C O M

·· Carbon reinforced front and side shield
·· Large side shield with HD ridge on
inner edge
·· Full coverage formed finger protectors
with 3mm thick carbon fiber
·· Higher hand position
·· Laced down front face for superior
puck control and deflection for
greater durability

·· Full adjustable wrist strap
·· Tapered side profile for board shape
·· Palm with VX suede and grip
overlay construction
·· Full Pro spec construction
·· Dual layered side index finger guards with
carbon fiber insert

ARM AND CHEST PADS
ADULT FITTING GUIDE

XS

5'

to

5'2"

S

5'3"

to

5'5"

M

5'6"

to

5'9"

L

5'10"

to

6'

XL

6'1"

to

6'5"

VP VELOCITY VE8 CARBON PRO
·· Wide shoulder floaters with new graphic
·· New colors with two color options
·· Kevlar® ballistic style chest pad
internal padding
·· HD chest pad blocks with carbon
fiber inserts
·· HD molded elbow pads with 4
point adjustment
·· Adjustable side rib cage HD padding

·· Chest pad side extensions with
covered buckles
·· Extremely light weight
·· Extra bicep padding
·· Larger sternum protector with
extended length
·· Tapered forearm padding to fit into glove
·· Adjustable wrist straps for security and fit

·· HD molded shoulder caps with lower cap
extension to cover rib cage area
·· Large back pad with HD spine pad
·· Large arm floaters with HD foam inserts
pre shaped for easy break-in
·· Aero-spacer mesh sleeves for fast breakin and maximum comfort
·· Available in sizes XS, S, M, L, XL

VA UGHN 2 01 8
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GOAL PANTS

P VELOCITY VE8 CARBON PRO
·· Tapered fit waist with mulit-seciton flex
blocks with shaped lower shell which is
wider at hips
·· Large thigh guards with HD construction
for extreme light weight
·· New Aero-spacer mesh interior for flex
and ventilation

8
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VA U G H N H O C K E Y.C O M

·· New design front belly pad can be
vertically adjusted or removed
·· New larger tail bone and lower back pad
with HD foam inserts
·· Carbon fiber tail bone sections
·· Extra wide pant stretch sections

·· Available in Black, Navy, Red, and
custom colors and stripes
·· Available in sizes: S (36-38), M (40-42),
L (44-46), XL (48-50), XXL (52-54)
Note: add 8-10 inches to actual waist size
then match to appropriate pant size.

All of our custom made pro carbon
products are handcrafted with pride
in our own factories in London,
Ontario and Oxford, Michigan.

Each piece is individually crafted
to exact specifications to true
Pro Spec quality, and intended for
the highest level of performance.

This include Leg Pads, Blockers,
Arm and Chest Pads, Goal Pants
and Catch Gloves.
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GOAL PADS

VPG VENTUS SLR CARBON PRO
··
··
··
··
··

Full Pro core internal structure
One piece front Carbon fiber insert
Single break outside roll
Flat inner edge with flat firm surface
HD and Zote foam internal pro core for
superior performance
·· Adjustable upper calf strap buckle

ADJUSTABLE BUCKLE
POSITION

·· Split front face design for added
customization of colors
·· Visually taller graphic appearance
·· Inner knee cradle pad with Carbon
support insert
·· Angled knee cradle to calf guard design
·· Knee design speeds pad rotation
·· Off-set tie on toe assembly

WIDE KNEE CRADLE

·· Carbon fiber improves flex return
·· Pre-shaped curved upper profile for
precision fit for improved five-hole closure
·· Optional dual break outside roll
·· Available in sizes, 31+2", 32+2", 33+2",
34+2", 35+2", 36+2", 37+1" and
custom sizing is available.

ROTATION CONTROL
STRAP

ADJUSTABLE KNEE STRAP

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/TEAL/SILVER/ORANGE

10
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VA U G H N H O CK E Y.C O M

WHITE/RED

GOAL PADS

HIGH PERFORMANCE
CARBON FIBER
INTERNAL FRONT SURFACE

WHITE/BLACK/RED

WHITE/BLACK/YELLOW

WHITE/AVIATOR BLUE/GOLD

WHITE/BLUE

VA UGHN 2 01 8
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CATCH GLOVES

T VENTUS SLR CARBON PRO
·· Large front catch profile for greater net
coverage
·· Front design has wider open pocket area
·· Wider and extra deep T-web pocket
·· T-web top with carbon
fiber reinforcement
·· Molded carbon fiber palm provides
increased protection and superior
glove shape

·· Carbon fiber palm, back thumb and inner
hand inserts
·· Carbon fiber front cuff protective panel
·· Neoprene flex inner hand for
glove control
·· Reinforced finger edge perimeter
·· Positive grip inner hand base
·· Padded wrist strap with
increased adjustment
·· Internal added wrist padding

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE

12
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VA U G H N H O CK E Y.C O M

·· Fingertip deflecting rail
·· Added thumb and hand base padding
·· Full Pro-spec construction with
45" perimeter
·· Flared back cuff for increased
wrist movement
·· Heat moldable for custom fit and
quicker break-in

BLOCKER

B VENTUS SLR CARBON PRO
·· Front board with defined top angle
·· Laced down front surface for more
consistent deflecting
·· Large side shield with floating index
finger extension
·· Side shield has improved stick opening and
placement area
·· Adjustable wrist strap
·· VX suede palm with
anti-microbial treatment

·· Grip surface on palm exterior for stick
control
·· Large Carbon fiber reinforced finger guards
·· Double layered side index finger protection
·· Flex cuff for added wrist movement
·· Air cushioned back hand and side
wrist protection
·· Thicker, stronger HD board insert
·· Palm tension adjustment for custom fit

·· Full pro spec construction with 15” x 8”
blocking board
·· Full front surface carbon fiber insert adds
strength to the blocking surface
·· Flex cuff design allows for more
wrist movement
·· Thumb cushion pads keeps side shield
square to front surface
·· Internal board core with thicker HD for
added stiffness and durability

THESE AND MANY OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE

VA UGHN 201 8
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ARM AND CHEST

VP VENTUS SLR CARBON PRO
·· Carbon fiber enhanced construction for
light weight and protection
·· Fully adjustable back spine padding with
HD protection
·· Tapered forearm padding
·· Carbon fiber sternum insert with
extended length
·· Back forearm padding
·· New suspender straps

·· Large mid belly flap with
length adjustment
·· No gap main arm floaters with molded
side elbow caps
·· Carbon fiber and HD lower body protection
·· Mesh arm base for easy flex and break-in
·· Molded plastic and foam forearm and
bicep padding
·· Four point adjustable elbow pads

·· Larger shoulder floaters with wider profile
·· Extra-large shoulder floater cushion air
padding keeps shoulder floater more
square and adds protection
·· Two standard color options
·· Available in sizes XS, S, M, L, XL

HIGH PERFORMANCE
CARBON FIBER
REINFORCED AREAS

ADULT FITTING GUIDE

14
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VA U G H N H O C K E Y.C O M

XS

5'

to

5'2"

S

5'3"

to

5'5"

M

5'6"

to

5'9"

L

5'10"

to

6'

XL

6'1"

to

6'5"

GOAL PANTS

P VENTUS SLR CARBON PRO
·· Loose fit style with added net coverage
·· Contured HD side front flex groin pads
·· Lace up front, shoe style upper
lace attachments
·· Wide thigh guards with slight curve for
added net coverage
·· Internal padded adjustable support belt
·· Inner HD five-hole blockers on inner thigh
·· Double padding from thigh extension on
inner thigh

·· Upper waist section has wider increased
coverage design
·· Wide cut pant for added diameter of
waist size
·· Molded kidney protection and segmented
HD inserts in waist
·· Extra tail bone cushion and hip cushion
padding
·· Extended upper tail bone padding with
HD insert

·· Wider 5" crotch stretch panel for
added stretch
·· Thigh pads have a wide 11" width
·· Available in Black, Navy, Red, and custom
colors and stripes
·· Available in sizes S (36-38), M (40-42),
L (44-46), XL (48-50), XXL (52-54)
Note: add 8-10 inches to actual waist size
then match to appropriate pant size. The
extra room is needed because of the
padding thickness and to allow for your chest
protector.

VA UGHN 20 1 8
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GOAL PADS

VPG VELOCITY VE8 PRO
·· New style graphic with visually
disruptive graphic
·· Solid inside knee drive block
·· Smooth inside edge for easy movement
on ice
·· Lower profile outside roll
·· Thin front face cushion foam for more
puck action
·· New design top thigh rise creates more
blocking surface

·· Large inside landing area for great balance
and movement
·· Full 11” width
·· Single break outside roll
·· Full pro core internal padding with HD
front surface
·· Stiffer ankle break area
·· Adjustable and removable outer knee
cradle pad

·· Wide knee with knee strap that has two
position options
·· Center calf strap with wider
adjustment area
·· Thin profile outer side panel
·· New magnetic buckle quick attach system
·· Available in sizes, 32+2", 33+2", 34+2",
35+2", 36+2"

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE

16
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VA U G H N H O CK E Y.C O M

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE//BLACK/RED

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE

ARM AND CHEST

VP VELOCITY VE8 PRO
··
··
··
··
··

Light weight
Large segmented shoulder floaters
Reinforced HD foam chest pad blocks
Arm strap adjustments for comfort and fit
Contoured neck guard

··
··
··
··

Mesh arms for easy flex and break-in
HD molded shoulder caps
Chest pad side extension padding
Full back pad adjustment over
shoulder area

·· Molded elbow pads with four
point adjustment
·· Tapered forearm padding
·· Available in sizes XS, S, M, L, XL

ADULT FITTING GUIDE

XS

5'

to

5'2"

S

5'3"

to

5'5"

M

5'6"

to

5'9"

L

5'10"

to

6'

XL

6'1"

to

6'5"

VA UGHN 201 8
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CATCH GLOVES

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE//BLACK/RED

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE WHITE/WHITE WEAVE

T VELOCITY VE8 PRO XP - ONE-PIECE CUFF AND THUMB
·· Full grip interior palm surface
·· Hand security strap across fingers
·· Solid thumb/cuff design with more open
front surface

·· Adjustable inner hand padding for
precise fit
·· 45” max perimeter size
·· Padded wrist strap lined with Neoprene

·· Added foam padding in palm area
·· Floating cuff design allows glove to be held
at a more acute angle to the arm

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE

WHITE//BLACK/RED

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE

T VELOCITY VE8 PRO
·· Two piece cuff thumb design for active
glove feel
·· HDPE polyethelene molded palm and
back thumb
·· Large wide span T-web with new spilt VE8
design
·· Pre-formed palm flex area

18
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VA U G H N H O CK E Y.C O M

··
··
··
··
··
··

Four piece back hand protector
Offset t-web creates deeper pocket
Full grip interior palm surface
New visually disruptive graphics
Full pull wrist strap for glove control
Reinforced finger palm area
perimeter edge

·· Adjustable inner hand padding for
precise fit
·· 45” max perimeter size
·· Padded wrist strap
·· Light weight

BLOCKERS / GOAL PANTS

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK/ WHITE/BLACK/ WHITE/WHITE WHITE/BLACK
RED
BLUE
WEAVE

B VELOCITY VE8 PRO
·· Flex cuff improves board positioning
·· VX suede palm with mesh gussets and
grip textured overlay
·· Solid side shield with HD and carbon
fiber insert
·· Side shield deflecting rail
·· Large finger protectors with elastic straps

··
··
··
··
··

Reinforced finger protectors
Dual side index finger guards
New visually disruptive graphic
Full coverage formed finger protectors
Higher hand position of palms attachment
to board

·· Laced down front face for superior puck
deflection and greater glove durability
·· Full adjustable wrist strap
·· Tapered side profile for board shape
·· VX suede palm with a grip
overlay construction

P VELOCITY VE8 PRO
·· New padded external belt with extended
thicker belt
·· Segmented upper waist section
·· Large side groin protection pads
·· New style adjustable belly pad
·· New larger tail bone and lower
back padding

·· Wide cut for flexibility
·· New wider 5” crotch stretch material
·· Large thigh pads with inner five-hole
floating padding
·· Aero-spacer internal lining gives
increased flexibility and ventilation
·· Available in Black, Navy, and Red

·· Available in sizes XS (32-34),
S (36-38), M (40-42), L (44-46),
XL (48-50), XXL (52-54)
Note: add 8-10 inches to actual waist size
then match to appropriate pant size.

VA UGHN 20 1 8
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CUSTOM SERIES
·· Available in our Pro and
Intermediate series leg pads, catch
gloves and blocker gloves
·· Choose your size
·· Choose your colors

·· Two catch glove styles to
choose from
·· Have your name embroidered on
the product
·· Choose your custom features

The New Velocity VE8 product is available for custom orders with four release
dates during the year.
Orders must be received by the deadline dates for each shipping date.
The arrival dates are estimated to be on the following dates.

·· See our web site or contact your
sales representative for order forms
and details
·· Custom hand crafted product made
specifically to order
Order
Cut-off Date

Arrival Date

02/01/18

05/10/18

04/01/18

06/01/18

05/15/18

08/10/18

07/15/18

10/10/18

FOR DETAILS ABOUT MANY CUSTOM OPTIONS,
AND ORDER FORMS GO TO: VAUGHNHOCKEY.COM

20
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VA U G H N H O C K E Y.C O M

VPG VE8 PRO CUSTOM SERIES

T VE8 PRO CUSTOM SERIES

B VE8 PRO CUSTOM SERIES

ee Custom Color Selections
ee Double, Single or No Break Flex
Options
ee Leg Strap Options
ee Three Toe Bar Options
ee Many Sizes Available
ee Embroider Your Name on the Pad

ee Custom Color Selections
ee Solid or Two-piece Thumb Cuff
ee Single or Double T-web
ee Optional Palm Padding Thickness
ee Embroider Your Name on the Glove

ee Custom Color Selections
ee Three Palm Sizes to Choose From
ee Two Palm Material Options
ee Board Plastic
Thickness Options
ee Embroider Your Name on the
Blocker

VA UGHN 20 1 8
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GOAL PADS

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/RED

22
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VA U G H N H O C K E Y.C O M

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE

WHITE/BLUE

GOAL PADS

VPG VENTUS SLR PRO
··
··
··
··
··

Full foam core internal structure
Full flat front blocking surface
Single break outside roll
Flat inner edge with higher density foam
HD foam internal core front panel for
superior performance
·· Tall graphic has split front face and sewn
in graphic stripes
·· Visually taller graphic appearance

·· Wide knee cradle with angled
adjustable strap
·· Wide leg cradle design speeds
pad rotation
·· Deeper inner knee side panel for added
balance and coverage
·· Firm front pad surface for more active
puck response

·· Tapered outer edge on knee cradle for
added pad rotation
·· Off set tie on toe assembly
·· Very light weight
·· Pre shaped pad structure for precision fit
·· Available in sizes 30+2", 32+2",
34+2", 36+2"

VA UGHN 201 8
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CATCH GLOVES / BLOCKERS

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/RED

WHITE/WHITE
WEAVE

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/BLUE

T VENTUS SLR PRO
·· Large front catch profile for greater net
coverage
·· Front design has wider open pocket area
·· Wider and extra deep T-web pocket
·· provides increased protection and superior
glove shape
·· Front cuff HD foam protective panel

··
··
··
··

Neoprene flex inner hand for glove control
Reinforced finger edge perimeter
Positive grip inner hand base
Padded wrist strap with
increased adjustment
·· Fingertip deflecting rail
·· Added thumb and hand base padding

·· Full Pro size construction with
45" perimeter
·· Flared back cuff for increased
wrist movement
·· Heat moldable for custom fit and
quicker break-in

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/RED WHITE/WHITE WHITE/BLUE WHITE/BLACK
WEAVE

B VENTUS SLR PRO
·· High-density internal foam blocking board
for lightweight
·· Ergonomically shaped palm with cushion
padding to reduce vibration
·· Large side shield with air cushion
thumb pad
·· Tapered bottom board

24
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VA U G H NH O CK E Y.C O M

·· Large wrist opening with flex cuff
·· No binding construction effectively
increases usable blocking space
·· Adjustable wrist strap
·· Two piece finger protectors with large
surface area
·· Large top board flare for puck deflecting

·· Double layered palm for durability
·· HD foam protection over fingertips
·· Large two-piece finger protectors

ARM AND CHEST / GOAL PANTS
ADULT FITTING GUIDE

S

5'3"

to

5'5"

M

5'6"

to

5'9"

L

5'10"

to

6'

XL

6'1"

to

6'5"

VP VENTUS SLR PRO
·· Adjustable tension for main arm floaters
·· Fully adjustable back spine padding with
HD protection
·· Tapered forearm padding
·· Extra large flexible belly flap
·· No gap main arm floaters with molded side
elbow caps

·· Molded plastic and foam forearm and
bicep padding
·· Four point adjustable elbow pads
·· Larger squared edge shoulder floaters with
wide profile
·· Extended side rib and chest pad padding
·· Extra large shoulder floater

·· Cushion air padding on shoulder floaters
·· Side chest pad extension padding
·· Available in sizes S, M, L, XL

·· Molded kidney protection and segmented
HD inserts in waist
·· Extended upper tail bone padding with
HD insert
·· Wider crotch stretch panel for added flex
·· Inner thigh five-hole padding
·· Wide thigh guards to maximize blocking
surface and add protection

·· Inner support belt with double pull
adjustment straps
·· Thigh pads have an 11" width
·· Available in Black, Navy, Red
·· Available in sizes S (36-38), M (40-42),
L (44-46), XL (48-50)

P VENTUS SLR PRO
·· Loose fit style with front groin pads
·· Lace up front, shoe style upper
lace attachments
·· Wide thigh guards with slight curve for
added net coverage
·· Inner five-hole blockers on inner thigh
·· Upper waist section has wider increased
coverage design

Note: add 8-10 inches to actual waist size then
match to appropriate pant size. The extra room is
needed because of the padding thickness and to
allow for your chest protector.

VA UGHN 20 1 8
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GOAL PADS

VPG VELOCITY VE8 INTERMEDIATE
·· Full Foam core internal structure same
design as adult model
·· Flat face front with solid top outside roll
·· Wide leg and knee channel
·· Smooth inside edge sliding surface

·· New design top thigh area to maximize
blocking surface.
·· Steeper scoop angle
·· Full wrap style leg cradle padding
·· Magnetic calf strap buckles

·· Adjustable outer knee cradle panel
·· New visually disruptive graphics
·· Lower profile outside roll with single
top break
·· Available in sizes 28+2", 30+2", 31+2"

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE

26
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VA U G H N H O C K E Y.C O M

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE//BLACK/RED

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE

ARM AND CHEST

VP VELOCITY VE8 INTERMEDIATE
··
··
··
··
··

High end intermediate unit
Adjustable elbow pads
Carbon fiber and HD in sternum
Chest pad lower flex flap
Side rib cage extensions

··
··
··
··

Large shoulder floaters
HD molded shoulder caps
Side bicep extension
Available in sizes M,
L, XL, XXL

INTERMEDIATE FITTING GUIDE

M

4'4"

to

4'7"

L

4'8"

to

4'11"

XL

5'

to

5'1"

XXL

5'1"

to

5'3"

VA UGHN 20 1 8
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CATCH GLOVES

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE//BLACK/RED

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE

T VELOCITY VE8 XP INTERMEDIATE - ONE-PIECE CUFF AND THUMB
·· Solid one piece cuff and thumb
·· Molded palm and back thumb
·· Large wide span single bar T-web

·· Reinforced front palm segments
·· Four piece back hand protector
·· Full grip interior palm surface

·· Adjustable inner hand padding for
precise fit
·· 43" perimeter size

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE

WHITE//BLACK/RED WHITE/BLACK/BLUE

T VELOCITY VE8 INTERMEDIATE
·· Intermediate size 4% smaller than
adult model
·· Full grip interior palm surface
·· New visually disruptive graphics
·· Full pull wrist strap for glove control
·· Reinforced finger palm area
perimeter edge

28
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VA U G H N H O C K E Y.C O M

·· Adjustable inner hand padding for
precise fit
·· T-web pocket is adjusted slightly larger for
better visual appeal for younger goalies
·· Padded wrist strap
·· Inner hand padding with control straps for
adjustable fit

·· Finger area tension strap on back of hand
for added glove control
·· Pre-formed break for easy closure
·· Light weight

BLOCKER / GOAL PANTS

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK/ WHITE//BLACK/
BLUE
RED

WHITE/WHITE
WEAVE

WHITE/BLACK

B VELOCITY VE8 INTERMEDIATE
··
··
··
··

Large side shield with HD ridge
Full coverage formed finger protector
Higher hand position
Four secure palm hold down tabs for
increased glove control
·· Back hand internal cushion

·· More tapered side profile
·· VX suede palm for control, comfort
and grip
·· Double layered side index finger guards
·· High density reinforced finger
protector inserts

·· Laced down board front surface gives
more puck control
·· New Velocity VE8 graphic
·· Polyethylene front board insert
·· Narrow profile thumb design reduces stick
wear on edges of thumb

P VELOCITY VE8 INTERMEDIATE
·· Well protected thighs and inside protection
for the high end intermediate goalie
·· New aero-spacer mesh interior for flex
and ventilation

·· New larger tail bone and lower back pad
with HD inserts
·· Wide pant stretch sections
·· New design front belly pad that can be
vertically adjusted

·· Available in Black, Navy, and Red
·· Available in sizes. M (24-26), L (26-28),
XL (28-30), XXL (30-32). Actual
waist size.

VA UGHN 201 8
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GOAL PADS

INT

INT

NEW!

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/RED

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE

WHITE/BLUE

VPG VENTUS SLR INTERMEDIATE
··
··
··
··
··

Full foam core internal structure
Full flat front blocking surface
Single break outside roll
Flat inner edge with higher density foam
HD foam internal core front panel for
superior performance
·· Graphic gives the pad a tall appearance

30
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VA U G H NH O CK E Y.C O M

·· Wide knee cradle with angled
adjustable strap
·· Wide leg cradle design speeds
pad rotation
·· Deeper inner knee side panel for added
balance and coverage

·· Firm front pad surface for more active
puck response
·· Tapered outer edge on knee cradle for
added pad rotation
·· Pre shaped design for precision fit
·· Available in sizes 29+2", 30+2", 31+2"

CATCH GLOVE / BLOCKERS

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

NEW!

WHITE/RED

WHITE/WHITE
WEAVE

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/BLUE

T VENTUS SLR INTERMEDIATE
··
··
··
··

Neoprene flex inner hand for glove control
Reinforced finger edge perimeter
Positive grip inner hand base
Padded wrist strap with
increased adjustment
·· Internal added wrist padding
·· Fingertip deflecting rail

·· Added thumb and hand base padding
·· 43" perimeter
·· Flared back cuff for increased
wrist movement
·· Heat moldable for custom fit and
quicker break-in

INT

·· Large front catch profile for greater net
coverage
·· Front design has wider open pocket area
·· Wider and extra deep T-web pocket
·· Molded palm provides increased protection
and superior glove shape
·· Front cuff HD foam protective panel

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

NEW!

WHITE/RED WHITE/WHITE WHITE/BLUE WHITE/BLACK
WEAVE

B VENTUS SLR INTERMEDIATE
·· High-density internal foam blocking board
for lightweight
·· Ergonomically shaped palm with cushion
padding to reduce vibration
·· Large side shield with air cushion
thumb pad

·· Tapered bottom board
·· Large wrist opening with flex cuff
·· No binding construction effectively
increases usable blocking space
·· Adjustable wrist strap

·· Two piece finger protectors with large
surface area
·· Large top board flare for puck deflecting
·· Double layered palm for durability
·· HD foam protection over fingertips
·· Large two-piece finger protectors

VA UGHN 201 8
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ARM AND CHEST / GOAL PANTS
INTERMEDIATE FITTING GUIDE

NEW!

L

4'8"

to

4'11"

XL

5'

to

5'1"

XXL

5'1"

to

5'3"

INT

VP VENTUS SLR INTERMEDIATE
·· Adjustable tension for main arm floaters
·· Fully adjustable back spine padding with
HD protection
·· Tapered forearm padding
·· Extra large flexible belly flap
·· No gap main arm floaters with molded side
elbow caps

·· Molded plastic and foam forearm and
bicep padding
·· Four point adjustable elbow pads
·· Larger squared edge shoulder floaters with
wide profile
·· Extended side rib and chest pad padding
·· Extra large shoulder floater

·· Cushion air padding on shoulder floaters
·· Side chest pad extension padding
·· Available in sizes L, XL, XXL

·· Upper waist section has wider increased
coverage design
·· Molded kidney protection and segmented
HD inserts in waist
·· Extended upper tail bone padding with HD
insert and wider crotch stretch panel for
added flex

·· Thigh pads have a 10" width
·· Wide cut pant for added diameter of
waist size
·· Available in Black, Navy, Red
·· Available in sizes. L (26-28), XL (28-30),
XXL (30-32). Actual waist size.

P VENTUS SLR INTERMEDIATE
·· Loose fit style with front groin pads
·· Lace up front, shoe style upper
lace attachments
·· Wide thigh guards with slight curve for
added net coverage
·· Inner adjustable support belt
·· Inner five-hole blockers on inner thigh
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GOAL PADS

JR

JR

VPG VENTUS SLR JUNIOR
··
··
··
··
··
··

Full foam core internal structure
Full flat front blocking surface
Single break outside roll
Inner core designed for easier optimal flex
Firm front blocking surface
Rotation control strap

·· Lower profile outer roll
·· Ventus graphic has split front face and
sewn in graphic stripes
·· Visually taller graphic appearance
·· Wide knee cradle with angled
adjustable strap

·· Extreme lightweight for superior
pad balance
·· Tall plus 2" sizing
·· Available in sizes 24+2", 26+2", 28+2"

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/RED

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE

WHITE/BLUE

VA UGHN 20 1 8
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CATCH GLOVES / BLOCKERS

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/RED

WHITE/WHITE
WEAVE

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/BLUE

T VENTUS SLR JUNIOR
·· Neoprene flex inner hand for glove control
·· Positive grip inner hand base
·· Padded wrist strap with
increased adjustment
·· Fingertip deflecting rail

·· Flared back cuff for increased
wrist movement
·· Heat moldable for custom fit and
quicker break-in
·· Large 39.5" perimeter dimension

JR

·· Large front catch profile for greater net
coverage
·· Front design has wider open pocket area
·· Wider and extra deep T-web pocket
·· Molded palm provides increased protection
and superior glove shape

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/RED WHITE/WHITE WHITE/BLUE WHITE/BLACK
WEAVE

B VENTUS SLR JUNIOR
·· Front board with defined top angle
·· Laced down front surface for more
consistent deflecting
·· Higher palm position
·· Large side shield with floating index
finger extension
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·· Adjustable wrist strap
·· VX suede palm
·· Grip surface on palm exterior for
stick control
·· Large finger protectors
·· Double layered side index finger protection

·· Flex cuff for added wrist movement
·· Air cushioned back hand shock pad
·· Blocking board size 13 ½" x 7 ¼"

ARM AND CHEST / GOAL PANTS
JUNIOR FITTING GUIDE

S

4'

to

4'3"

M

4'4"

to

4'7"

L

4'8"

to

4'11"

VP VENTUS SLR JUNIOR
·· Large sternum plate with extended length
·· Large lower belly flex pad
·· Lace on attachment to back padding for
multiple adjustment
·· Side rib cage padding extension

·· Main arm floaters with molded side
elbow protection
·· Dual chest pad buckles
·· Contoured neck guard
·· Available in Junior sizes S, M, L

··
··
··
··
··

··
··
··
··

JR

·· Extremely well fitting design with
great protection
·· Large shoulder floaters with square
outer edge
·· Adjustable wrist straps
·· Four point adjustable elbow pads

P VENTUS SLR JUNIOR
·· Loose fit style for comfort and added
net coverage
·· Large front side groin pads
·· Internal padded support belt
·· Lace up front for added adjustment
·· Adjustable external belt

Double layered padding on inner thigh
Large thigh guards with cushion padding
Molded kidney protection
Large padded tail bone
Full inner thigh and crotch stretch panels
for added flexibility

Mesh lining for cooler play and fast drying
Contoured front waist area with belly pad
Available in Black, Navy, Red
Available in junior sizes S (20-22), M
(24-26), L (26-28), XL (28-30). Actual
waist size.
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GOAL PADS

VPG VELOCITY VE8 JUNIOR
·· Full Foam core internal structure same
concept as adult model
·· Flat face front with solid top outside roll
·· Wide leg and knee channel
·· Smooth inside edge sliding surface
·· New design top thigh area to maximize
blocking surface.
·· Steeper scoop angle
·· Full wrap style leg cradle padding

·· New visually disruptive graphics
·· Lower profile outside roll with single
top break
·· Plus 2" sizing over squared top inside
thigh rise with a 9 ¾ pad width
·· Single break outside roll
·· Stiffer ankle break area
·· Adjustable and removable outer knee
cradle pad

·· Wide knee with knee strap that has two
position options
·· Center calf strap with wider
adjustment area
·· Thin profile outer side panel
·· New magnetic buckle quick attach system
·· Available in sizes 22+2", 24+2", 26+2"

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE
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WHITE/BLACK

WHITE//BLACK/RED

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE

ARM AND CHEST

JUNIOR FITTING GUIDE

S/M

4'

to

4'5"

M/L

4'6"

to

4'9"

VP VELOCITY VE8 JUNIOR
·· Large shoulder floaters with new
VE8 graphics
·· Shoulder caps with lower extension
·· Large spine protector with HD
foam insert
·· Sternum plate with plastic insert and
extended length

··
··
··
··

Adjustable elbow and arm straps
Lower chest pad belly flap
Arm floaters with solid HD protection
HDPE arm caps with forearm taper
at wrist
·· Adjustable back arm straps for
precision fit
·· Available in sizes S/M, M/L
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CATCH GLOVES

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE//BLACK/RED

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE

T VELOCITY VE8 XP JUNIOR - ONE-PIECE CUFF AND THUMB
·· New style for Vaughn in a junior model
with solid one piece cuff and thumb
·· Molded palm and back thumb
·· Large wide span New VE8 style T-web

·· Reinforced front palm segments
·· Four piece back hand protector
·· Full grip interior palm surface

·· Adjustable inner hand padding for
precise fit
·· Light weight
·· Easy break-in design

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE WHITE//BLACK/RED

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE

WHITE/BLACK

T VELOCITY VE8 JUNIOR
·· New junior model smaller than
Intermediate model by 4%
·· Full grip interior palm surface
·· New visually disruptive graphics
·· Full pull wrist strap for glove control
·· Reinforced finger palm area
perimeter edge
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·· Adjustable inner hand padding for
precise fit
·· T-web pocket is adjusted slightly
larger for better visual appeal for
younger goalies
·· Padded wrist strap

·· Inner hand padding with control straps
for adjustable fit
·· Finger area tension strap on back of
hand for added glove control
·· Pre-formed break for easy closure
·· Light weight

BLOCKER / GOAL PANTS

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK/ WHITE/BLACK WHITE/BLACK/
RED
BLUE

WHITE

B VELOCITY VE8 JUNIOR
··
··
··
··
··

Large side shield with HD ridge
Full coverage formed finger protectors
Higher hand position
Back hand internal cushion
More tapered side profile

·· VX suede palm for control, comfort
and grip
·· Double layered side index finger guards
·· High density reinforced finger
protector inserts

·· Laced down board front New Velocity
VE8 graphic
·· Narrow profile thumb design reduces
stick wear
·· Board size is 6 ¾ x13 inch

P VELOCITY VE8 JUNIOR
·· New padded external belt with
increased thickness
·· Segmented upper waist section
·· Large side groin protection pads
·· New style belly pad
·· New larger tail bone and lower
back padding
·· Wide cut for flexibility
·· New wider crotch stretch material

·· Large thigh pads with inner fivehole floating padding
·· Aero-spacer internal lining
gives increased flexibility and
ventilation
·· Black color only
·· Available in sizes. S/M (20-24),
M/L (24-28). Actual waist size.
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GOAL PADS

YT

YT

VPG VENTUS SLR YOUTH
·· Full foam core internal structure
·· Padding stiffness adjusted for age and
size level
·· Full flat front blocking surface
·· Single break outside roll
·· Inner core designed for easier
optimal flex
·· Firm front blocking surface for more
active puck responce

··
··
··
··

Rotation control strap
Lower profile outer roll
Visually taller graphic appearance
Wide knee cradle with angled
adjustable strap
·· Extreme lightweight for superior
pad balance
·· Tall plus 2" sizing
·· Available in sizes 22+2", 24+2", 26+2"

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLUE
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WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/RED

CATCH GLOVES / BLOCKERS

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/RED

WHITE/BLUE

T VENTUS SLR YOUTH
·· Neoprene flex inner hand for glove control
·· Positive grip inner hand base
·· Padded wrist strap with
increased adjustment
·· Fingertip deflecting rail
·· Easy close construction

·· Flared back cuff for increased
wrist movement
·· Heat moldable for custom fit and
quicker break-in
·· Notched heel for stick placement
while shooting

YT

·· Large front catch profile for an open
pocket area
·· Wide and extra deep T-web pocket for
puck retention
·· Molded front thumb, back, thumb,
and palm section for added shape
and performance

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/RED

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/BLUE

B VENTUS SLR YOUTH
··
··
··
··
··

Angled top blocking board
Air cushioned back hand shock pad
Full finger protection
Full side shield hand protection
Index finger side guard

·· Tapered bottom edge for paddle
down movements
·· Tapered top board for added
wrist movement
·· Adjustable wrist strap

·· High quality VX suede palm for durability
and feel
·· Flex cuff design
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GOAL PADS / CATCH GLOVES

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK/RED

WHITE/BLACK

VPG VELOCITY VE8 YOUTH
·· Easy flex design specifically for smaller
age group
·· New easy strap system with quick Velcro
attachment on leg and knee areas
·· Cushion padding on inside landing areas
of knee and calf
·· Pre-shaped for easy break-in

··
··
··
··
··
··

Full outer knee and calf protection
Pads marked left and right
Full pro look with new VE8 graphics
Lower skate control leather strap
Double layer inner knee cradle padding
Split top outside roll provides
added flexibility

·· Built in pad curve helps close off the
five-hole area
·· Pad width 9 inches
·· Available in sizes 20+2", 22+2",
24+2", 26+2"

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK

WHITE/BLACK/RED

T VELOCITY VE8 YOUTH
·· Easy close design with extra flexibility
·· Optimized shape for puck coverage on
the ice
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·· Large deep T-web pocket
·· Adjustable wrist strap for glove security
·· Full back hand padding

·· Molded front thumb, back thumb and
palm sections
·· Open front design

BLOCKERS / ARM AND CHEST

THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK/RED

WHITE/BLACK

B VELOCITY VE8 YOUTH
·· Curved flare at top blocking board
·· Side shield for added coverage
and protection

·· Contoured cuff for increased
wrist movement
·· Side index finger pad
·· Full finger protection

·· Tapered top and bottom board edges
·· Palm position optimized for picking stick
up off ice
·· Molded thumb protector

YOUTH FITTING GUIDE

S/M

4'

to

4'5"

M/L

4'6"

to

4'9"

VP VELOCITY VE8 YOUTH
··
··
··
··
··

New VE8 graphics
Adjustable laced on arms
Molded plastic shoulder caps
Full spine padding
Reinforced sternum plate with
extended length

·· Chest pad belly flap
·· Side elbow protection
·· Wider arm sleeve for added flex and
generous fit
·· Full mid arm floaters
·· Large shoulder floaters

·· Built in neck guard
·· Extra thick chest pad
·· Available in youth sizes S/M and M/L
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GOAL MASKS

VM PRO CUSTOM
·· Hand crafted pro goal mask features an
increased thickness shell for increased
impact resistance
·· Pro style shape for enhanced fit and
puck deflection
·· Dual density internal lining
·· Pro style adjustable harness

··
··
··
··
··
··

Narrow profile chin area
Replaceable sweat band
Non-certified pro cage standard
Straight bar cage optional
Available in White only
Available in Adult sizes M, L

VM PRO V ELITE CC
Certified Cat eye cage

VM PRO V ELITE PC
Pro Cat eye cage

VM PRO V ELITE SB
Certified Straight bar cage

VM PRO V ELITE CARBON
·· Shell is composite with Carbon fiber and
aramid fibers (Kevlar)
·· Pro style adjustable harness
·· Narrow profile chin area
·· Replaceable sweat band
·· Triple layered foam interior liner
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·· Molded EVA side temple and cheek pads
for superior fit
·· Perforated foam padding increases
air flow
·· No gap liner so all areas are fully covered
·· Adjustable chin cup

·· 3 cage styles are available
·· Available in White or Black only
·· Available in Adult sizes M, L

GOAL MASKS

HIGH-IMPACT
GEL PAD

HIGH-IMPACT
COMPOSITE SHELL

VM 2300 CC
Certified Cat eye cage

VM 2300 PC
Pro style cage

VM 2300 SB

Straight bar certifde cage

VM 2300
·· High impact resistance composite shell
·· Contoured shape to deflect puck impacts
·· Mold lines at forehead and sides increase
shell strength
·· Flared lower chin profile improves
downward visibility
·· Vent holes for heat dissipation
·· Wide face opening for increase field
of view
·· Increased volume fit
·· Stainless steel cages and hardware

WHITE/BLUE

WHITE/BLACK

·· Medical grade gel interior forehead pad
·· Removable sweat band with foam padding
·· Molded tapered side temple and jaw pad
for improved fit
·· Triple density three layered foam padding
for comfort and shock absorption
·· Scull plate provides full coverage edge to
edge with no gaps
·· Precision welded cage bars for
added strength

WHITE/RED

·· Stainless steel cages with low luster
polished finish for superior visibility
·· Painted with base clear coat process
for durability
·· Available with custom painted stripes
as shown
·· Fully HECC, CSA and CE certified
·· Available in Adult large

WHITE

BLACK
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GOAL MASKS

VM 7700 SB
Straight bar cage

VM 7700 CC
Cat eye cage

VM 7700 SB / VM 7700 CC
·· Polycarbonate high pressure injected shell
·· Pro style shape for enhanced fit and
puck deflection
·· Flared lower chin profile improves
downward visibility
·· Vent holes to dissipate heat
·· Dual density internal lining
·· Lightweight

·· Stainless steel cage and
attachment hardware
·· Pro style adjustable harness
·· Narrow profile chin area
·· Adjustable chin cup and low profile
chin strap
·· Chin cup with antibacterial treatment
·· Replaceable sweat band

MASK FITTING GUIDE

Mask Size Hat Size

Head Size/inches

Circumference (mm)

Small

6 1/2 to 6 3/4 20.12" to 21.25"

521mm to 540mm

Medium

6 3/4 to 7 1/4

21.25" to 22.75"

540mm to 578mm

Large

7 1/4 to 7 7/8

22.75" to 24.50"

578mm to 635mm

VM 7700 PC
The VM 7700 PC model features the
same design and construction as our
VM 7700 but with non-certified large
Pro cat eye style cage
THESE STANDARD COLORS AVAILABLE

BLACK
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·· Available with straight bar or certified cat
eye cage style
·· Fully HECC, CSA and CE certified
·· Standard colors of Black and White only
·· Available in Adult sizes S, M, L

GOAL MASKS

VM 7700 JUNIOR
·· Special designed shell for precision fit for
smaller goaltenders
·· Polycarbonate high pressure injected shell
·· Pro style shape for enhanced fit and
puck deflection
·· Flared lower chin profile improves
downward visibility
·· Vent holes to dissipate heat

·· Dual density internal lining
·· Lightweight
·· Stainless steel cage and
attachment hardware
·· Pro style adjustable harness
·· Narrow profile chin area
·· Adjustable chin cup and low profile
chin strap

··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Chin cup with anti bacterial treatment
Replaceable sweat band
Mask comes with padded carry bag
Available with straight bar only
Fully HECC, CSA and CE certified
Colors available in Black, or White
Available in junior size

VM 7400
·· Injection molded high strength shell
·· Recessed cage provides increased
visibility
·· Contoured shape reduces flat spots to
reduce impact forces
·· Large face opening increases visibility

·· Cage construction with high tensile
carbon steel with low glare powder
coated finish
·· Fully CSA, HECC, and CE certified
·· Available in Black or White
·· Sizes: Adult STD, Junior
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GOAL STICKS

VGS PRO V ELITE
·· Foam core construction with internal composite
inserts for added performance
·· Foam core paddle and blade for balanced feel
and light weight
·· Wood handle with Birch and Aspen laminations
layered with a hard surface composite exterior
surface for greater stick stiffness and durability
·· Hard laminated composite on the paddle with
carbon fiber reinforcement in full paddle length
to provide a stronger blocking surface to
the stick
·· Stiff construction gives more power in shooting
·· Reinforced heel for added durability
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·· Urethane reinforced blade bottom for
increased wear
·· Added carbon fiber along lower blade
area adds strength and provides for sharp
puck deflection
·· Light weight and balanced design
·· Sloped top paddle for more comfortable grip
and added stick control
·· Standard in natural finish for lightest weight
·· Available in standard or opposite curves
·· Available in paddle size 24", 25", 26", 27"

GOAL STICKS

VGS VELOCITY VE8 PRO
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Three layer Carbon fiber blade laminate
Foam core paddle and blade
Calibrated flex for shooting
Inner composite in foam core
Hard-lam composite on paddle
ACV veneer handle
Epoxy finish on carbon blade
High end construction
Very light weight at 824 grams
Tapered top paddle shoulder grip area
New VE8 graphics in colors

·· Stock colors provide great selection
·· Design improves shooting for average
goaltender with full length flex
·· Stiff blade section for improved
puck deflection
·· Custom sticks are available
·· Available in five special colors of White body
with major print colors of Navy, Red, Green,
Maroon, Black, and Blue in standard curve
with paddle height of 24", 25", 26", 27"

Red
Navy
Maroon
Green
Blue

HEEL TWIST CURVE

HIGH-IMPACT 3-LAYER
CARBON
COMPOSITE BLADE
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GOAL BAGS

BG VELOCITY VE8 PRO
·· Large U-shaped top opening
·· Large heavy duty #10 zippers
·· Carry straps are box stitched
and riveted
·· Grommets for ventilation
·· Embroidered graphics
·· Pull handles on both ends

··
··
··
··
··

3 wheel design
Internal side pockets
1680 denier nylon construction
Internal end pocket
Exterior dimensions:
42" long x 21" high x 19" wide
·· Available in black only

BG VENTUS SLR PRO
·· 1200 denier nylon construction
·· Greater abrasion resistance
·· Box stitched and riveted
carry handles
·· Large U shaped top opening
·· Heavy duty webbing
·· #10 zippers

··
··
··
··
··

3 wheel design
Screen printed graphics
Exterior dimensions:
43" long x 21" high x 20" wide
Available in dark charcoal
grey only

BG VELOCITY VE8 INTERMEDIATE
·· 1200 denier nylon construction
·· Greater abrasion resistance
·· Box stitched and riveted
carry handles
·· Large U shaped top opening
·· Heavy duty webbing
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··

#10 zippers
3 wheel design
Screen printed graphics
Exterior dimensions:
34" long x 18" high x 20" wide
·· Available in black only

VA U G H N H O C K E Y.C O M

GOAL BAGS

BG MGB
·· Completely domestic made
·· Extra rugged and
durable construction
·· 1000 denier Cordura Plus
nylon exterior
·· Dual layer bound inner seams
·· Dual lock stitched zippers
·· Extra heavy webbed straps along
bag bottom and sides
·· Adjustable length carry handles
·· Metal hardware
·· Sterling double layered bottom

·· Reinforced corners
·· Player name pocket
·· 3 year warranty for anything but
skate cuts or damage
·· Custom colors available
·· Size 42" long 22" wide and
24" deep
·· Available in standard colors
of Black, Navy, Red and many
custom colors

BG VENTUS SLR PRO CARRY BAG
·· Super-sized with 41" x
23" x 21"
·· Extra durable 1680 denier
nylon exterior
·· Large number 10 top
closure zipper
·· Reinforced bottom corners
·· Double layered bottom
·· Water resistant materials

·· End grab handles
·· Horizontal webbing strap to
reinforce body of bag
·· Adjustable length carry handles
with metal adjustment hardware
·· Double stitched and box stitched
handle attachments
·· Paddle carry handle
·· Available in black only

BG VENTUS SLR INTERMEDIATE
·· Large size to hold full set of
junior equipment
·· Exterior dimensions
34" x 19" x 20"
·· Rugged 1000 denier nylon with
internal surface coating
·· Rip stop nylon reinforcements at
strap attachment points
·· Carry straps are box stitched and
riveted for maximum strength
·· Extra heavy duty webbing
·· Large number 10 zippers

·· Vent grommets
·· Reinforced lower corners for
added durability
·· Wide U-shaped top opening for
bag access
·· Horizontal reinforcement
webbing strap
·· All internal edges with binding for
added durability
·· Two external body support bars
·· Available in dark charcoal grey only
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GOAL CUPS
VGC VENTUS SLR CARBON PRO
·· True Pro Spec construction
·· Full front double cup for
maximum protection
·· Advanced designed
Injected molded main cup
with extra thickness for
superior performance
·· Carbon fiber front cup panel and
waist inserts add protection
·· Segments of HD and foam front
waist section provides increased
coverage and flexibility

·· Large side leg bumpers for
comfort and impact cushioning
·· Wide waist band with
Velcro adjustment
·· Adjustable leg retention
support straps
·· Fits waist sizes 32" to 44"
VGC SLR Carbon
Intermediate - fits
waist sizes 25" to 32"

DOUBLE CUP
PROTECTION
SYSTEM

VGC VELOCITY VE8 PRO
·· New VE8 model with
greater protection
·· Contoured top waist for
improved fit
·· HD segments in waist area
·· Wide adjustable waist elastic
·· Side cushion bumpers
·· Adjustable leg straps

·· New VE8 standard color scheme
·· Stronger thicker injection molded
cup with rubber edge bumper
·· Cushion padding on back for
added comfort
·· Fits waist sizes 32" to 44"
VGC VE8 Intermediate - fits
waist sizes 25" to 32"

VGC VENTUS SLR
·· New improved design and fit
·· HD foam top waist for more
impact resistance
·· Side leg bumpers to add
comfort
·· Light weight Aero-spacer
mesh body for ventilation and
quick drying
·· Adjustable waist elastic with
Velcro closure

·· Three sizes available for
precision fit
·· SLR pro adult model fits waist
30" to 44"
·· SLR Intermediate model fits
waist 24" to 31"
·· SLR junior model fits waist 19"
to 26"
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VGC SLR
INTERMEDIATE
VGC SLR JUNIOR

WPP 998
·· Women’s specific
pelvic protector
·· Mesh exterior for quick drying
·· Molded inner protection panel
·· Wide adjustable waist band

VGC SLR PRO

·· Adjustable leg straps
·· Light weight
·· Fits waist sizes 26" to 36"

VA U G H N H O C K E Y.C O M

GOAL SKATES
GX3 GOAL SKATE
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Forward pitch design
Injection molded outsole
Cambrella® internal lining
Carbon fiber exterior finish look
Vertical double stitched pattern
on boot
Full cut shape for improved fit
Orthopedic felt tongue with
HD insert
Low cut inside edge on shell
Beveled inside edge on shell for
greater blade angle to the ice
Extra light weight construction

·· Orthopedic designed insole
·· Offset ankle height lower on
outer edge
·· Orthotic foot bed with arch and
heel support
·· Goaltender-specific designed
toe cap
·· Stainless steel blade
·· Replacement step steel blades
·· Adult sizes 6 to 12

GX3 JUNIOR GOAL SKATE
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Junior model
Carbon fiber finish exterior side panels
Vertical reinforced stitching on sides
Injection molded outsole
Large volume toe cap
Orthotic insoles with arch support and heel support
Neoprene flex panel
Orthopedic felt tongue with HD foam insert
Forward lean design
Sizes 3.5 – 5.5

CUSTOM BLADE STYLES AVAILABLE

EXTREME HEIGHT

PRO PITCH

PRO CUSTOM
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ACCESSORIES

VKP VELOCITY VE8 PRO AND INTERMEDIATE KNEE
AND THIGH GUARD
·· Pro three piece design for flexibility
·· Large double shield for added
protection and laces on for
adjustment
·· High density polyethylene
molded components provide for
shock dispersal
·· Clarino synthetic leather on knee
exterior for durability
·· Suede Clarino on inner knee for
grip and durability

·· Wrap around design and protection
·· Three adjustable straps for precise
adjustment
·· Top thigh strap with urethane
grip strips
·· Full flexibility with three piece
hinged design
·· Garter belt attachment at waist
·· Available in Black only

VKP VELOCITY SLR PRO AND INTERMEDIATE
KNEE AND THIGH GUARD
·· Pro three piece design
·· Durable nylon exterior
·· Three adjustable straps for
precise adjustment
·· Wrap around design extends
protection to inner and outer sides
of the leg

·· Top thigh strap with urethane grip
strips on elastic for added security
·· Low profile shape for closer fit
·· High density polyethylene
molded components provide for
shock dispersal
·· Available in Black only

VKP LT KNEE AND THIGH GUARDS

VKP LT68 JUNIOR

VKP LT58 YOUTH
54
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·· Low profile design
·· Molded plastic thigh section
·· Multi-layered internal
foam padding
·· Low profile knee section fits close
to knee for less bulk
·· Adjustable knee and thigh straps
·· Grip strips on top thigh elastic to
prevent slipping

·· Contoured knee section with
dimension shape for precise fit
·· Elastic connection between knee
and thigh allows for full movement
and flex
·· Black color only

ACCESSORIES

VPC VELOCITY VE8 CARBON PRO
VPC 8000 CLAVICLE AND NECK
PROTECTION
·· Shirt style design to hold
protective components
in place
·· Comfortable design
and construction for
increased mobility
·· Mesh outer shirt material for
cool play and fast drying

··
··
··
··
··

Cut resistant design
Large generous fit
BNQ certified
Available in Black color only
Available in adult sizes M, L

·· Extended width with molded
plastic caps over the
clavical area
·· Carbon fiber in all
front bib segments to
increase protection
·· Extremely light weight with
large coverage area
·· Contoured foam neck guard
with Carbon fiber inserts at
front impact point

·· Layered foam for
impact resistance
·· Cushion inner neck layer
for comfort
·· Aero-spacer mesh exterior for
light weight and fast drying
·· Domestic manufactured
available in standard and
custom colors
·· Adjustable elastic and Velcro
attachment strap

VPC VENTUS SLR PRO
·· Plastic reinforcement panels
in Clavicle area
·· Durable nylon exterior
·· Layered foam for
shock absorption
·· Cushion layered inner neck
layer for comfort
·· Contoured neck design
for comfort

VPC 7000
·· Adjustable elastic and Velcro
closure neck strap
·· Domestic manufactured
·· Available in standard and
many custom colors

VPC SLR Intermediate
size also available

·· Ballistic nylon
exterior construction
·· Cut resistant internal and
external materials
·· BNQ certified
·· Higher neck line for added
coverage area
·· Plastic reinforced Clavicle area

·· Adjustable neck strap
·· Available in adult sizes M
and L
·· Available in colors Black, Navy,
and Red

VPC 7000 junior
size also available with
same specifications

VTG 2200 PRO
VTG 2000
·· Injection molded for superior
strength
·· Polished mold for added clarity
and increased visibility
·· Polycarbonate material
provides precise shape
and strength
·· Contoured shape adds strength
for shock dispersal and added
neck and chin coverage

·· Flared chin for tighter fit
against lower neck and
chest area
·· Mounting clips and attachment
laces are included
·· Available in colors, Clear,
Smoke, Blue tint, Red tint

VTG 2000 Intermediate
size also available in clear only

·· Wider jaw area for increased
coverage area
·· Perimeter mold line
increase stiffness
·· Injection molded for superior
strength
·· Polished mold for added
clarity and increased visibility
·· Polycarbonate material with
thicker dimension and added
proteciton

·· Flared chin for tighter
fit against lower neck
and chest
·· Mounting clips and
attachment laces
are included
·· Available in colors, Clear,
Smoke, Blue tint, Red tint
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ACCESSORIES
VENTED
BACK
PANEL

VELOCITY VE8 PADDED GOALIE
COMPRESSION SHIRT
·· Base layer compression shirt
·· Large body cut allows
for greater flexibility to fit
goaltenders movements with
no restrictions
·· Moisture wicking fabric for
cool play
·· Arm padding placed for proper
alignment from impacts

·· Removable padding in pockets
for each section, this allows
for washing or customizing of
each pad
·· EVA foam forms to body for
superior fit
·· Adult sizes - XS, S, M, LG, XL

VBP BACKPACK
·· Large sized back pack with
increased volume
·· 1680 denier nylon main
body construction
·· Padded carry handles with
adjustment straps
·· Large front
zippered compartment

·· Internal front compartments
with zippers
·· Double wear bottom
·· Padded lap top pocket
·· Padded back area
·· Available in Blue/Black/Grey

HOODIES
·· Long sleeve Hoodie with
tapered cuff and front pocket
·· Lined interior hood area and
contrasting trim colors
·· Sew on two color Vaughn twill
print
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·· Patterned athletic Grey main
body color
·· Adult sizes M, L, XL, XXL
·· Junior sizes L, XL

ACCESSORIES
REPLACEMENT PARTS
We offer a full line of replacement parts for all
Vaughn products, including: leg straps, toe straps
and buckles, tie on toe assemblies, knee spacers,
blocker palms, mask hardware, sweatbands, chin

cups and replacement cages, plastic hardware for
arm and chest protectors and replacement blocker
board inserts.

TOE BARS
CERT. CAT-EYE
CAGE

STRAIGHT
BAR CAGE

PRO CAGE

LEG STRAPS

TOE STRAPS

FOAM STRIPS

CHIN CUP

SWEAT BANDS
BUNGEE STRAP
TIE ON TOE SET

MASK
BUCKLES

TOE SLIDERS
HARNESS

TOE BUCKLES

SQUARE END LEG STRAPS

LEG PAD CLIPS

MASK
SCREW
PACK

CAGE
CLIPS

CHEST PAD CLIPS
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COLOR CHART
THESE AND MANY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK (801)

WHITE/RED (802)

WHITE/BLUE (803)

WHITE/BLACK/SILVER (806)

WHITE/BLACK/RED (807)

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE (804)

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE (808)

WHITE/BLACK/GOLD (809)

ALL WHITE (805)

WHITE/BLACK/ORANGE (810)

WHITE/WHITE/BLACK (811)

WHITE/WHITE/RED (812)

WHITE/WHITE/BLUE (813)

WHITE/WHITE/RED/BLUE (814)

WHITE/WHITE/SILVER/BLACK (815)

WHITE/RED/SILVER (817)

WHITE/BLUE/RED (817)

WHITE/WHITE/RED/BLACK (818)

WHITE/WHITE/GOLD/BLACK (819)

WHITE/WHITE/BLACK/BLUE (820)

WHITE/WHITE/BLACK/BLUE (822)

WHITE/WHITE/BLACK/GOLD (823)

WHITE/WHITE/BLACK/ORANGE (824)

WHITE/WHITE/BLACK/KELLY GREEN (825)

WHITE/WHITE/BLACK/RED (821)

SYNTHETIC LEATHER COLORS AVAILABLE
SWATCHES SHOWN MAY VARY SLIGHTLY IN COLOR
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Red

Orange

White

Silver

Sport Gold

Black

Purple

DC Blue

Forest Green

Navy

Cranberry

Teal

Orange Weave

Yellow
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COLOR CHART
THESE AND MANY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

WHITE/BLACK (701)

WHITE/RED (702)

WHITE/BLUE (703)

WHITE/WHITE WEAVE (704)

WHITE/BLACK/SILVER (706)

WHITE/BLACK/RED (707)

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE (708)

WHITE/BLACK/GOLD (709)

ALL WHITE (705)

WHITE/BLACK/ORANGE (710)

WHITE/WHITE/BLACK (711)

WHITE/WHITE/RED (712)

WHITE/WHITE/BLUE (713)

WHITE/WHITE/RED/BLUE (714)

WHITE/WHITE/SILVER/BLACK (715)

WHITE/RED/SILVER (717)

WHITE/BLUE/RED (717)

WHITE/WHITE/RED/BLACK (718)

WHITE/WHITE/GOLD/BLACK (719)

WHITE/WHITE/BLACK/BLUE (720)

WHITE/BLUE/WHITE/BLACK (723)

WHITE/GOLD/WHITE/BLACK (724)

WHITE/ORANGE/WHITE/BLACK (725)

WHITE/SILVER/WHITE/BLACK (721)

WHITE/RED/WHITE/BLACK (722)

Blue

Eggplant

Black Weave

Red Weave

Silver Weave

Navy Weave

White Weave

Maroon

Blue Weave

Metallic Gold Weave

Green Weave

Sport Gold Weave

Metallic Gold

Brown

California Tan

Powder Blue

Grey

Kelly Green

Fluorescent Lime

Pink

Aviator Blue
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VAUGHN CUSTOM SPORTS - USA
550 S. Glaspie
Oxford, MI 48371
(248) 969-8956
Fax Order Line: (800) 252-2763

VAUGHN CUSTOM SPORTS - CANADA
455 Highbury Ave.
London, Ontario N5W 5K7
(519) 453-4229
Fax Order Line: (800) 567-3943

info@vaughnhockey.com
 / VaughnCustomSports
 / VaughnHockey

All products, photographs, designs, graphics and artwork are copyright
property of Vaughn Custom Sports or others and may not be reproduced in
whole or in part without prior written consent of Vaughn Custom Sports.
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